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ABSTRACT.
This thesis is concerned with the use of the cost of poor quality to identify areas for quality
improvement, and to measure the results of the improvements. These improvements will show
off in increased profit and increased customer satisfaction. A practically implementable method
is developed for estimating and minimising quality costs in the manufacturing sector, and is
demonstrated by 2 case studies. This method is based on the traditional Prevention-AppraisalFailure (PAF) model. Three major modifications are made. The author argues that Prevention
cost should not be included, due to the time lag before an increase in this cost pays off, and also
because the collection of Prevention cost does not add any new knowledge. The External Failure
cost is redefined to exclude warranty and liability cost. An attempt to include Invisible cost is
made. In this way the customers view are incorporated into the model. The important thing
about the model is not so much the absolute size of the quality problems in itself, but that the
quality problems are identified and that the size of the problems is evaluated in monetary terms.
Ranking the problems in monetary order is a good starting point for setting goals for quality
improvements. The cost justification for attacking a specific quality problem can then be shown
using Return On Investment (ROI), Residual Value and Net Present Value (NPV). The author
argues that in general, NPV should be used to prioritise quality improvement projects. However,
benefits that cannot be quantified, should at least be qualified and taken into account.

No portion of the work referred to in this thesis has been submitted in support of an application
for another degree or quahfication at this or any other institution of learning.

1. INTRODUCTION.
1.1. The aim of the thesis
The traditional Prevention-Appraisal-Failure model for quality cost significantly underestimates
the cost of poor quality. This is mainly so because the effect of customer satisfaction is not
taken into account. To make accurate evaluations of the investments required to increase quaHty
and reduce quality cost, this important parameter must be quantified. The author proposes a
model that includes this "invisible" cost. This model takes into account that it is not the same if
a faulty product is discovered before it leaves the factory, or if fails in the hand of the customer.
The latter is significantly more important, not only because it includes the cost of all activities
up to that point, but also the risk of losing the customer. Hence, by taking this Invisible cost into
account, better decisions of where to take preventive action can be made. The size of the
investment in preventive action can also better be estimated, and larger investments can be
justified. These investments in preventive action, must then offer a benefit, which is at least as
large as what can be obtained elsewhere. In addition, quality improvements that cannot be
quantified, should at least be qualified and taken into account. This includes benefits that does
not result in an immediate reduction in quality cost or increased customer satisfaction.

1.2. The role of quality cost in TQM
Quality is becoming more and more a critical competitive factor in industry. Competitive
pressure from abroad has clearly shown the impact of quality on market share and profit. Total
Quality Management (TQM) is the activity of managing quality improvements, e.g.
improvement in the performance of every activity in the company. These improvements call for
the use of a number of quality improvement tools and techniques. Among these are well-known

techniques like; Kaizen, New 7 tools, Old 7 tools,

etc. These techniques should not only be

used, but be integrated into the routine operation of the business. The result should be a process
of continuous and company-wide (i.e. total) quality improvement.
To measure the effect of these improvement efforts, a management reporting system called
quality cost can be used. This report pulls together all the costs related to developing a quality
system, system improvements and defect prevention, as well as the cost of failures, recall, scrap
and inspection activities.
A traditional view, put forward by among others Juran (1951), has been that better quality
required higher costs, and that better quality would make production more difficult. Another
popular view is that there is a trade off between quality and cost, and that an optimum point
exists, beyond which quality improvements doesn't pay. A more modem (or alternative) view is
that quality is free, and that the optimum is zero defects. The basic arguments for the latter
view, put forward by among others Crosby (1979), are that it is always cheaper to do the job
right the first time, than to do it over again, and that some costs do not show up in the accounts.
The term quality cost is a bit unfortunate, as it suggest that the objective is to measure the cost
of quality, i.e. the cost of quality assurance. What the objective really is, is to measure the
negative influence, i.e. the cost of poor quality. Johnson et al (1993) points out that quality cost
"is the cost of doing things incorrectly and not making things right the first time. Quality cost
should really be called un-quality cost".
In this thesis, the words "quality cost" and "cost of poor quality" is used interchangeable to
describe this cost. "Total Poor Quality Cost" is used to describe the figure that results from
applying the author's model.
The above suggests that if all activities were done correctly the first time, there would be no

scrap and rework and obviously no need for inspection. The cost of poor quality would then be
reduced to zero.

1.3. Why measure the cost of poor quality ?
Measuring and reporting the cost of poor quality does in itself not improve quality. In fact the
cost and effect of collecting these costs is another non-value-added burden. What a cost of poor
quality report actually does is only to show what the size of these poor quality activities is
costing the company in terms of dollars.
From there the measurements can be used in a number of ways. Among these:

1. The cost or investment needed for quality improvement projects can be estimated, and a ROI
or NPV for the project can be calculated. If the expected results in quality improvement are
realised, they can later be measured.

2. Cost of poor quality provides a way of prioritizing the various quality problems facing the
organisation in monetary terms.

3. The costs can be used as an attention getter at all levels in a company, since they can be
related to the profit/sales of the company and to the salaries of the people working there.

4. The cost of poor quality can be used as a key performance indicator (KPI) in comparisons
with other divisions or companies in similar business, e.g. benchmarking. Areas for
improvements can then be identified, and an overall view of the situation can be obtained.

1.4. Problems with quality costs.
Reducing the companys cost of poor quality is one of the best ways of increasing profitability
and competitivness. As described further in section 2.5, the potential usually corresponds to
between 10 % and 30 % of turnover. But to achieve a reduction in quality cost requires a
detailed information about the magnitude and distribution of these costs, which are often very
difficult to obtain. Some of the problems encountered with quality costs is now discussed on
this basis.
The most serious problem with quality cost is that of measuring. A high proportion of these
costs have proved to be difficult to measure and therefore remained hidden. Attempts to
measure these costs have been most successfiil on the production side, which has sometimes led
to sub-optimalization, with improvement work being concentrated (wrongly) on production.
Based on a study of 35 swedish companies, among these large companies like Saab, Scania,
Ericsson, Volvo, Sandvik as well as a number of smaller companies, Sorquist (1993) identified
several problems with the use of quality cost:
Problem 1. Purpose.
Most of the companise had not decided in advance what the measurement data would be used
for. Hence the information obtained was not used properly; there was no reliable connection
with improvement activities. The measuring system and techniques became the focus instead of
results and scope for improvements.
Problem 2. Definitions.
Agreeing which costs should be regarded as poor quality cost was a common problem. The
companies that was successfiil in using quality cost usually made decisions on this quite quick.
The less successful companies continued the discussion and got little fiirther with the measuring

work. Leaving out Prevention cost as suggested by the author and discussed in chapter 3.2, also
leaves out one of the largest areas of discussion.
Problem 3. Managements acceptance.
One of the most important reasons why companies move away from the use of quality cost is
the lack of committment to and interest of the result by the companys management. If
management do not take measures and make improvements, the motivation to report problems
and faults will quicly disappear. In the authors experience, it is often middle management that
acts as blocks in the system.
Problem 4. Personnel.
Some employees will see the reporting og quality cost as extra work and fail to see what good
the measurements will do. In many cases employees also find it unpleasant to report poor
quality costs in their own workplace, and fail to do so fearing it being interpreted as personal
faults. Still this is nothing new that is particular to quality cost. The author has experience from
several companies where single employees as well as trade unions have protested against
measurements on other management tools like management by objectives, ISO 9001, time and
motion studies etc.
The way around all these problems is to place great emphasis on training people. This is to give
people a clear understanding, make them feel involved in the decisions and have a clear picture
of the importance of the system. It then follows that management, in particular middle
management, must ask for information and respond promptly to problems and failures.

The original idea of quality cost was to show that small investments in Prevention cost would
result in large savings in Failure cost. This is still so today, but in companies that have done a
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lot of quality work the situation gets a bit more complex. When the big quality problems are
removed, the company is left with a large amount of small quality problems. It appears to be no
logic in spending $ 10.000 to solve a problem that cause a Failure cost of $ 100 a month. The
problem is that it is many such faults and that the customers accepts fewer and fewer.
Companies cannot react afterwards on single items, but have to prevent failures through
continous improvements and training of employees.
For products that are one-off and where the market does not accept any failures, there is a need
to do things right first time. This requires the use of quality plans, cause and effect analysis,
statistic processcontrol etc. This requires large investments in Prevention and Appraisal cost,
but has a Failure cost of zero.
There are also other reasons why some companies have moved away fi-om the use of quality
cost. Innovative companies (especially consumer goods producers) offer their customers
attributes or services they have not asked for, but that still are of value to them. This is what the
Japanese call "Charming quality". On the other side there is a cost of adding to a product
attributes that are not required by the customers, or to launch a product that even though it
works as planned don't sell, because it was not what was required by the market.
The cost of poor quality is therefore not only that things are done wrongly, but also that wrong
things are done.
Summing up, using cost of poor quality to identify areas for improvements is a very useftil
method to start work with quality problems. As quality improvements take place and quality
costs go down. Failure cost is of less and less interest, unless Invisible costs are taken into
account as suggested in the authors model.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY.
2.1. Selected literature base
The literature selected and referred to in this thesis is listed in the references section 7.1.
A total of 46 articles from books and journals are refered to, together with the listed standards.
As background readings, and further study , a total of 15 books and articles are listed in the
bibliography section 7.2.

2.2. Historic development of quality costs
The first reference to quality cost can be found in J.M.Juran's Quality Control Handbook
(1951). Juran claimed that an optimal quality level could be found. At this level, losses due to
defects were equal to the cost of quality assurance and control.
Feigenbaum (1956) in a Harvard Business Review article does not define quality cost, but
judges activities to be quality related if they satisfy the criteria set forth by 3 groups of costs
which he defines:
Failure costs are caused by defective materials and products that do not meet company quality
specifications. They include such loss elements as scrap, spoilage, rework and field complaints.
Appraisal costs include the expenses for maintaining company quality levels by means of formal
evaluations of product quality. This involves such cost elements as inspection, tests, quality
audits, laboratory acceptance examinations and outside endorsements.
Prevention costs are for the purpose of keeping defects from occurring in the first place.
Included here are such costs as quality control engineering, employee quality training, and the
quality maintenance of patterns and tools.
Feigenbaum (1956) states that he does not know about any formal studies on the subject of

relative magnitude of these costs, but as an estimate he suggests Failure accounts for 50 % 75 % of total quality cost, Appraisal for 25 % of total quality cost. Prevention on the other hand
is less than 10 % of which 8 % - 9 % are pattern and tool maintenance and specificationchanging or interpreting work of product engineering. This leaves only 1 % or 2 % that is spent
on elements of quality control engineering work.
In 1961 Feigenbaum published his book Total Quality Control, in which he re-estimated these
costs to:
Failure

: 70 %

Appraisal : 25 %
Prevention : < 5 %
" This cost analysis suggests that we have been spending our quality dollars the wrong way: a
fortune down the drain because of product failures; another large sum to support a sort-the-badfrom-the-good appraisal screen to try to keep to many bad products from going to the
customers; comparatively nothing for the true defect-prevention technology that can do
something about reversing the vicious upward cycle of higher quality cost and less reliable
product quality".
A further development in the historic development of quality costs is that Feigenbaum (1961)
now divided the Failure cost into Internal and Extemal Failure, depending on whether the
failure is discovered before or after the product has reached the customer.
Another important development is that the now 4 categories are further broken down into
subgroups or elements. In the rest of this thesis the word elements is used.
Feigenbaum (1961) further describes how to get, analyse, measure and report quality cost data.
Later editions of this book expand on this.

In 1967 the American Society for Quality Control (ASQC) published a booklet called Quality
Costs-What and How. This booklet was very much based on the work of Feigenbaum (1961),
but the aim of the booklet was to give practical advice to quality managers starting a quality cost
programme and on the use of quality cost information. Another booklet from ASQC was
published in 1977 and called Guide for Reducing Quality Costs. This booklet gives guidance on
the analysis of quality costs with the aim to identify problem areas and possible quality
improvement areas.
In his book Quality is Free (1979) P.Crosby, based on his experience from ITT, estimated the
difference between the total costs incurred by a company if there was no waste or
nonconformance to standard (and no chance of it to occur) - and today's situation as 20 % - 30
% for most companies. Crosby (1979) also stated that there is no such thing as an optimum
quality level. Minimum cost occurs only at zero defects. Hence quality is free.
Groocock (1980) also building on his experience from ITT, tries to prove that quality is free, by
providing real life examples.
In 1981 the British Standards Institution published BS 6143 Guide to the Determination and
Use of Quality Related Costs. The aim of the standard was to provide guidance on the operation
of a quality cost system within a manufacturing organisation.
Crosby's view has also influenced the wording of the Australian Standard AS 2561 Guide to
Determination and Use of Quality Costs. (1982) "Quality cost is the difference between the
actual cost to a company of making and selling product and the cost which exists if there were
no possibility of failures of product to conform to specifications during manufacture and use".
This standard also subdivides the categories of Prevention, Appraisal, Internal and External
Failure into a total of 35 elements.

Taguchi (1987) advocated that quality must be built into the product, and not inspected into it.
He also argued that quality cost rises according to a quadratic curve according to the deviation
from the customers wants.
The Foley Report (1987) stated that Australian companies are incurring cost burdens resulting
from poor quality. He estimated that for many Australian companies, the cost of poor quality
exceeds their annual profit!

2.3. Economic cost of quality models
Prevention and Appraisal activities incur costs, and are carried out because defects can occur,
and Internal and External Failure, are costs incurred because defects do occur.
The interrelationship between these components can be used to determine what changes occur
in one when the other is changed. The exact relationship is difficult (if not impossible) to
determine, but the direction of change is known.
The traditional model as suggested by Juran (1951), is shown below in figure 2.1.
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Fig.2.1. Traditional cost of quality model.

The reasoning behind the size and direction of the curves are given below.
1. Failure costs : these equal zero when the product is 100 % conformative, and rise to
infinity when the product is 100 % defective.
2. Cost of Appraisal and Prevention : These costs are zero at 100 % defective, and rise to
infinite at 100 % conformance.
3. Total Quality Cost is the sum of 1 and 2 and represents the Total Cost of Quality per
good unit of product.
4. An optimum exists where total quality cost is minimum.
Several authors, among them Crosby (1979), Dale and Plunkett (1995) and Dahlgaard et al.
(1994) have heavily criticised this model, and argued that lowest total quality cost occur at 100
% conformance only. Among the arguments for this are:
1. A large part of the External Failure costs are invisible, i.e. they do not appear in account
books.
2. Testing all products is expensive, but there are no reason to believe that the costs
involved are infinite, or that the curves are exponential, i.e. in some industries all parts
are tested (e.g. aerospace).
3. There is no mathematical requirement for the optimum to occur at a quality level less than
100 % conformance.
The alternative model as suggested by Crosby (1979) is shown below in figure 2.2.
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Fig.2.2. Alternative cost of quality model.

Tests have been carried out to evaluate these 2 models based on actual data. Schneidermann
(1986) and Groocock (1980) commented that evidence is clearly in favour of the altemative
view. There are also some practical critiques of both models: Dale and Plunkett (1995) pointed
out that return on investment in Prevention and Appraisal activities seems unusually high,
without any apparent risk involved (which usually is the case with high ROI projects). Further
that there is a time lag before these investments pay off in terms of reduced Failure costs
(especially warranty costs).
Schneidermann (1986) on the other hand, points out that Kaizen (continuous quality
improvements) do not involve any investments or costs as suggested by the models and that the
incremental costs of Kaizen are essentially zero.
The author would like to add that benchmarking and business process reengineering offer
quanrnm jumps in quality improvement, and hence cannot be represented by a curve.

2.4. Definitions.
2.4.1. Why definitions?
Without definitions there can be no common understanding of what constitutes quality costs,
and it is this taht makes comparisons between companies so difficult. However almost every
writer on the subject seems to put forward his/her own definitions. Indeed the definitions put
forward by BS, AS and ASQC differ, as do the definitions in BS 6143 and BS 4778.
Juran and Gryna (1988) stated: " The definitions should be tailormade for each organisation.
Whether they conform to literature is not critical. It is more important that the definitions within
an organisation is based on local needs". However it is important that there is a clear agreement
on the definitions in a company before any attempt is made to collect and group the costs.
Companies must therefore, as a first step, define what quality cost is to them.
Some definitions put forward by different authors and standards follow, and can be used as
guidance:

2.4.2. Quahty costs
Quality costs.
BS 4778 : The expenditure incurred by the producer, by the user and by the community,
associated with product or service.
AS 2561 : Quality Cost is the difference between the actual cost to a company of making and
selling product and the cost which exists if there were no possibilities of failures to conform to
specifications during manufacmre and use.
Hohner (1989): Cost associated with effort expended by anyone in looking at output to judge its
acceptability, disposing of output that does not meet requirements, and acting to avoid
unacceptable output in the first place.

Grunenwald (1989): The cost of all efforts expended to find nonconforming output, react to
actual failures, both internally and externally, and to prevent failures from happening in the first
place.

Quality related costs.
Dale and Plunkett (1995) stated that "In its broadest sense an activity is quality related if quality
varies when the amount spent on the activity is increased or decreased. In the narrowest sense,
an activity is only quality related if it is amendable to change by quality management
influences".
BS 4778 : The expenditure incurred in defect prevention and appraisal activities plus the losses
due to internal and external failure.
BS 6143 (part 1): Costs in such categories as prevention cost; appraisal cost; internal failure
cost; and external failure cost.
BS 6143 (part 2) : Cost in ensuring and assuring quality as well as loss incurred when quality is
not met.

2.4.3. Categories of quality costs
To apply quality costing usefully to a particular company, the individual parameters which
reflect the cost of poor quality have to be identified. First at a general level, and then broken
down further until specific activities are reached.

Prevention.
These are the costs that are incurred to prevent failures to occur in the first place. Typical

examples are quality training and better tooling. Some authors, among them Harrington (1987)
argues that prevention is not really a cost, but "an investment in the future, called a costavoidance investment". This is taken further by the author, who in section 3.2 argues that
Prevention cost should not be included when quality cost is measured.
BS 6143 (part 2): The cost of any action taken to investigate, prevent or reduce the risk of nonconformance or defects.
ASQC (1990): The cost of all activities specifically designed to prevent poor quality in
products and services.
Juran and Gryna (1988): These are the costs incurred to keep failure and appraisal costs to a
mmimum.

Appraisal.
These are the typical costs of inspection and testing of products, which takes place irrespective
of whether defects are present or not. Several definitions are provided. The important thing to
notice is that quality cannot be inspected into a product, and that inspection would not be
necessary at all, if ^ products were made without defects. The situation is though a bit more
complex than this. Tests can be required to be carried out by customers or as a requirement of
standards, e.g. ISO 9000 series. Automatic testing is often also a part of the process, e.g. as part
of the manufacturing process, a robot dips binoculars in a water tank to test for watertightness.
There are also examples where the flmction of a product cannot be determined without testing.
Clearly, how a company define this cost will have an effect on the size of the relative size of the
categories of costs. However there are no doubt that there is a desire to minimise this appraisal
cost in the long term.

ASQC (1990) : The costs associated with measuring, evaluating or auditing products or services
to assure conformance to quality standards and performance requirements.
BS 6143 (Part 2): The cost of evaluating the achievements of quality requirements including
cost of verification and control performed at any stage of the quality loop.
Jtiran and Gryna (1988): These are the costs incurred to determine the degree of conformance to
quality requirements.

Internal Failure.
BS 6143 (Part 2) : The costs arising within an organisation due to non-conformance or defects at
any stage of the quality loop such as costs of scrap, rework, retest, reinspection and redesign.
ASQC (1990) : Failure costs occurring prior to delivery or shipment of the product, or the
fiimishing of a service, to the customer.
Juran and Gryna (1988): These are the costs associated with defects that are found prior to
transfer to the customer. They are the costs that would disappear if no defects existed in the
product prior to shipment.

External failure.
These failure costs are far more important than the Internal Failures. In addition to the
consequences discussed under Internal Failure, these costs tend to involve travel or transport
cost, but often also installation costs and possible liabiHty claims.
BS 6143 (Part 2): The costs arising after delivery to customer/user due to non-conformities or
defects which may include the cost of claims against warranty, replacement and consequential
losses and evaluation of penalties incurred.

ASQC (1990): Failure costs occurring after delivery or shipment of the product, and during or
after furnishing of a service to the customer.
Juran and Gryna (1988): These are costs associated with defects that are found after product is
shipped to the customer. These cost would disappear if there were no defects.

Livisible costs.
Some of the most significant failtire costs cannot easily be quantified. If a customer receive a
defective product or if the product fails in the hands of the customer, loss of goodwill and loss
of potential new sales will follow because the customer switches to competitors. Hence it is
really the customers repurchase intention in the fiiture that decreases.
The above definitions of Internal and External Failure, do not take this into account. Deming
(1986) stated: " The figures which management needs most are actually unknown and/or
unknowable. In spite of this, successful management have to take account of these invisible
figures. If they are ignored just because it is difficult to estimate their size, management will
soon have neither company nor figures ".
Morse et al. (1987): " This is certainly a major quality cost, and its omission from quality cost
reports significantly understates external failure costs".
No definitions are given in any of the BS, ASQC or AS standards. This is also noted by Dale
and Plunkett (1995): " This element is mentioned so frequently that one might find it and its
constituent elements defined and discussed at some length. This is not so ". And further "..there
is great resistance about quantifying them, though the general inference is that they must be
huge".
If the above is true, one would expect numerous attempts to quantify or include these costs.

However this is not the case.
Juran and Gryna (1988) suggests that where agreement can be reached to include some of these
costs, and where credible data or estimates are available, then they should be included.
The model developed by the author in Chapter 3 is an attempt to do just this.

2.4.4. Elements
AS 2561 divides the cost of Prevention into 11 elements, Appraisal into 10 elements, Internal
Failure into 7 elements and External failure into 7 elements.
These are listed below, in figure 2.3.
Fig.2.3. Cost categories and cost elements.
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Similarly in BS 6143, Prevention costs also have the largest number of elements.
The relative size of these categories are discusses in chapter 2.6, while Prevention costs and the
elements of External failure are further discussed in chapter 3. However what immediately
seems clear is that the priority seems a bit unfortunate. How can it be that Prevention cost,
which accounts for only 2-5 % of total cost of quality, has more elements than External failure,
which accounts for typically 50 % of total cost of quality (i.e. 10-25 times larger) ? In fact the
author will argue in chapter 3 that some of the elements listed in External failure should not be
included in the normal cost of quality report. Further that some of the External failure costs in
fact have to be estimated as Invisible cost, as historic data cannot be used.

2.5. The size of poor quality costs.
Figures from the literature are available from a large number of smdies, see chapter 8.
These figures should however be read with care, as they are calculated in different ways, using
different definitions of the categories and their elements (and a varying degree of accuracy !).

At national level.
While not in any way part of this study, it is interesting to see what the sum of the cost of poor
quality adds up to when all companies in a country are added together.
Harrington (1987) estimates poor quality cost for all of the United States in 1985 to over USD
633 billion, while that of France is estimated to FFR 270 billion.
In the UK, the Department of Trade and Industry estimated these costs to be STR 15 billion in
1983, which is 10 % of GDP. While no explanation to how these figures are calculated is given,
they seem to relate well to each others if the countries population and GDP are compared.

At company level.
Crosby (1979) based on his experience from ITT, estimated total quality costs to be
20 % - 30 % of turnover for most companies.
Groocock (1980), also building on his experience fro ITT reported a total of USD 460 million in
yearly quality cost for ITT Europe. This was after USD 150 million had been saved in the years
1975-1979.
Foley (1987) stated that the cost of poor quality for AustraUan companies is between 14 % 25 % of total manufacturing cost.
Wheelwright et al (1985) estimates the quality cost of IBM to be 30 % of manufacturing cost.
Carr (1992) report poor quality cost in Xerox's US operations to be USD 1.05 billion or 25 % of
sales in 1987. The first year of using a quahty cost system reduced this figure by USD 53
million.

2.6. The distribution of Quality Costs
Plunkett and Dale (1987) did a literature survey of published poor quality cost. They found that
the average category cost, expressed as % of total quality costs, were:
Prevention:

5%

Appraisal : 28 %
Failure

: 67 %

and that total quality cost were 2 % - 25 % of turnover, with an average of 9.2 %
Of the Failure Cost, typically 70 % is External Failure.

If related to turnover, the same figures are typically:
Prevention:

0.5 %

Appraisal :

2.5 %

Internal Failure:

1.9%

External Failure:

4.3 %

Even if AS 2561 does not give advice on the size of these costs in Australia, the figures above
are very typical of other available figures, and comply well with the BS 6143 estimate of:
Prevention:

2%

Appraisal :

32 %

Failure

: 65 %

Indeed, a study of all the figures given in chapter 8 of this thesis (for a wide range of
organisations) gives similar figures:
Prevention :

2%- 6%

Appraisal : 25 % - 40 %
Failure

: 60 % - 70 %

The total poor quality cost is usually quoted as 2 % - 30 % of turnover.
Appraisal cost shows the biggest variation from company to company. This is mainly because of
different complexity of products and the varying consequences of not_discovering a defect.
Not surprisingly, the highest Prevention and Appraisal costs were reported in the aerospace,
defence and similar industries. There is also a difference between mature and new products.
This was also discovered by Kume (1988) which states that "In most cases, the development of
a new product increases quality loss, especially failure costs".
Few estimates of Invisible costs are given in literamre. Harrington (1987) suggests, as a very

conservative estimate, that Invisible costs should be equal to External Failure cost. Dahlgaard et
al. (1994) estimates the lower limit of Invisible costs to be 7 % - 20 % of total quality costs, or
12 % - 40 % of Failure cost. The methods of calculating these figures are discussed fully in
Chapter 3.

2.7. The interrelationship between the categories
The classical relationship, put forward by Juran (1951) and shown in figure 2.1 , is that that
increased spending on Prevention and Appraisal activities shall in some way reduce Internal and
External Failure costs. Another view, put forward by among others Winchell and Bolton (1987),
is that Failure and Appraisal costs increase proportionally. As defects increase, more and more
is spent on Appraisal. This has no effect on reducing Failure (as quality cannot be inspected into
products), only shifting the products from External to Internal Failure. Hence the only viable
solution is to increase spending on Prevention.

2.8. The time factor
Figure 2.4 on next page, taken from Rust et al. (1995) suggests that costs can be kept to a
minimum, when they are discovered early in the process.

Fig.2.4. Quality Cost as a iunction of detection point in process.
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Rust et aL(1995) stated that "for most businesses every dollar invested in prevention could save
$10 in internal failure and up to $100 in external failure".
Krishnamoorthi (1989) found that, on average for 23 different unnamed items, 1 dollar spent on
Prevention reduced Internal Failure by 8 dollars.
While there is clear that defects discovered later in the process incur all costs up to the point of
detection, it seems at least to the author not likely that ROI of this size and percentage should be
obtained by prevention expenditure. In so case why don't all companies increase the spending
on this activity, and why is Prevention costs (whether preventive maintenance or poor quality
prevention) always cut first when profits suffer ?
This is further commented upon in chapter 3.

3. DEVELOPING A MODEL FOR TOTAL POOR QUALITY COST
3.1. Developing a model
The traditional model for Quality Cost, first suggested by Feigenbaum (1961) is:

Total Quality Cost = Cost of Prevention + Cost of Appraisal + Cost of Internal Failure +
Cost of External Failure

The author suggests a new model, which is argued in this chapter:

I

Cost of Appraisal + Cost of Intemal Failure + Cost of External Failure =
+

Invisible Cost

=

Total Poor Quality Cost

=

Warranty, Liability

=

The aim is here to minimise everv category of the Total Poor Quality Cost.
As seen the model has been changed in 3 ways:
1. Prevention cost is deleted.
2. Invisible cost is included.
3. Warranty and Liability are taken out of External Failure and reported separately.
i.e. not added to the Total Poor Quality Cost.

The fiill reasoning for these changes are now given.

3.2. The deletion of Prevention cost
Several authors, among them Hagan (1987) and Dale and Plunkett (1995), have suggested that
Prevention cost should not be included in the total quality cost.
Hagan (1987) carried out an investigation into what top management wanted, and states "where
quality costs are being effectively utilized by management, the prime focus is on Failure costs.
In these cases, management fully imderstands the negative effect of product non-conformance,
which can be prevented, and forthrightly demands action". Hagan (1987) further stated that
"more than 90 % of all Prevention cost being reported is quality administration and quahty
engineering cost" (i.e. overhead costs that do not change). "The prevention of errors is the
personal responsibility of each company employee, and is achieved by the application and
integration of quality control direct into individual work. Investment in these self-controls have
a payback in performance, not unlike an investment in modem equipment". The latter argument
is especially important. It is very difficult to decide if a cost is a pure productivity cost, a pure
quality cost or a combination of both.
A couple of examples:
If an investment in a new machine or a new tool leads to increased production only, it is a pure
productivity cost. If it turns out the same number of products, but the products are better in any
ways, it is a pure quality cost.
If the investment is in training of people, the same argument would apply.
In real life situations, improvements in both quality and productivity will happen, and an
allocation of cost would then have to be made. Dale and Plunkett (1995) states that
"categorisation of costs in this way seems to be of greater interest to quality managers than to
anyone else ".

This is also the opinion of the author, who suggests that all investments, whether it is in training
or equipment, should stand on its own. Competition for capital for investment in preventive
action, should have to compete with other investments in the company. It should not be made, if
not justifiable in qualitative and/or quantitative terms.
Indeed, in an interview with a provider of public utilités in a major Australian city, the
prevention cost was quoted as 37 % of the quality cost. This shows the problems involved in
deciding upon what is to be included in this category. Clearly this figure contains desirable
prevention cost and maintenance cost, as well as misspent prevention cost and operating costs.
Plunkett and Dale (1985) pointed out that there is a time lag between action and effect, such that
expenditure on Prevention today may not show a reduction in Failure cost before well into the
future. Hence, if reported together as in the traditional model. Prevention and Failure cost are
not in any ways linked.
The effect of spending money on Prevention seems, at least to the author, to be exaggerated.
Almost all writers on the subject since Juran's (1951) first article, seem to suggest or promise
huge savings to occur when a small amount of money is spent on prevention. As an example
Blakemore (1989) suggests that increasiag spending on prevention by a factor of 3, should over
time decrease total quality cost by 15 % (and cost of Appraisal and Failure to less than half
original size). Including Prevention cost in the model could then lead to unnecessary and
arbitrary spending on Prevention, that cannot be justified by any normal measures like ROI or
Residual Value. Merely redirecting prevention money can also lead to savings, and it can in fact
be argued that misspent prevention expenditure is really a Failure cost.
A practical problem that is not discussed in any of the articles that the author has come across, is
the problem of depreciation. If a preventive action, e.g. better tooling is depreciated, the annual

cost will vary according to the length of the depreciation period. This is even more so if the
preventive action is considered an expense and not depreciated. Even though general guidelines
does exist (with some degree of variance), application of these principles may lead the decision
maker to not to undertake the preventive action.
Leaving out Prevention cost thus let the focus be on minimising Total Poor Quality Cost by
minimising each category of the model.

3.3. External Failure redefined.
As seen eariier in section 2.4.4., AS 2561 includes warranty and liability costs in the category of
External Failure. This can significantly distort the picture of quality costs. Warranty is now
given for longer and longer periods, often years, and in some cases for a lifetime. A customer
may thus remrn a product years after it was bought. Hence it is clear that these costs do not
relate to other quality costs incurred in the period reported, and cannot simply be added to Total
Poor Quality Cost or included in External Failure in any meaningful way. They still have to be
reported and considered, as they should become smaller over time (years). This is also suggested
by Dale and Plunkett (1995) who states "the delays may also mean that the causes underlying
the failures leading to the problem may no longer be a problem. If the effect of time lag and the
effect of price changes, inflation and exchange rates, are added, there can be no doubt that
warranty costs ought to be reported as a separate category".
Similar suggestions are made by Hagan (1987).
It is also worth noting that it is easy to reduce warranty cost by refusal or delayed action on
complaints. It is indeed the experience of the author (fi-om a major oil company) that this does

happen. However, these reductions can easily pop up again in the form of lost customers. This is
discussed further under Invisible cost in section 3.4.
Few references to the size of warranty costs from actual cases are given in the literature. The
author has come across only one, namely Garvin (1983) who found warranty cost in the aircondition business to be 1.8 - 5.2 % of Uimover.
The same argument as put forward above applies to liability costs, which are costs incurred
from cases where the customer sues the manufacturer through the court system. Liability costs
are also contractual penalties, which occur infrequently and are not directly related to the day to
day operations. These costs occurs generally not very often, but when they do occur they can be
very large, especially in the US. Using an example from the oil business, in 1985 a US Federal
court ordered Texaco to pay in frill Penzoil's liability claim of USD 12.7 billion for breach of
contract. Clearly if this figure is included in any form of quality cost calculations, comparisons
with the last period are not going to be very meaningful.
In general manufacturers do not receive the claims and the complaints directly from the
customers. Especially if the purchase price of the product is low. The action most often taken by
the customers, is to switch to another manufacturer.

3.4. Invisible cost
Even though often discussed in literature, and generally described as huge, few models of these
costs exists. The author identified 2 models for the estimation of these Invisible costs, namely
those put forward by Harrington (1987) and Dahlgaard et al. (1994). Even though conceptually
very different, these models offers a good explanation of the concept of Invisible costs, and the
reasons underlying the author's model for Total Poor Quality Cost. They are therefore

discussed in detail below. Another model, even though not developed to be a tool for measuring
quality costs, but rather Customer dissatisfaction (which is identical to Harrington's group 2)
was put forward by TARP (1995). This model is based on actual data in Australia and is
discussed in chapter 3.4.3. This model is used as an estimate for Invisible cost in the author's
model. However, one modification is made. The author argues that it should be taken into
account that some customers will not repurchase, even if they do not experience problems or are
dissatisfied.
3.4.1. Model by Harrington (1987)
Harrington (1987) defines Invisible costs as "those costs not directly measurable in the company
ledger, but part of the product life cycle poor quality cost".
These costs are divided into 3 groups:
1. Customer incurred poor quality cost
2. Customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost
3. Loss of reputation poor quality cost
Even though only group 2 and 3 are used in the author's model, all 3 groups are discussed next.
1. Customer incurred poor quality cost.
These are costs that are not incurred by the manufacturer, but by the customer, and because of
poor quality. An example is loss of productivity while equipment is down, travel cost and time
spent to obtain new product, and cost of overtime to make up production. This is very similar to
Taguchi's (1986) "Loss to society", where the quality cost follows a quadratic curve.
The shape and direction of this cost curve as suggested by both Harrington (1987) and Taguchi
(1986) is shown below. As stated earlier, customer incurred poor quality cost is not included in

this thesis, as only the manufacturers poor quality costs are included in the author's model. This
cost is hence not commented upon further.
Fig.3.1. Customer incurred poor quality cost.
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2. Customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost.
Customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost appears when product performance fails to meet
customers expectations. Product performance can be increased through quality improvements,
especially in the factors that have been identified through market research as the most important
for the customer. The customers expectations can be adjusted by amongst other things,
advertising. Harrington (1987) states that "customers are either satisfied or dissatisfied. Seldom
will you find one who is between". There is now substantial evidence against this view, put

forward by among others Paterson (1993), and shown in figure 3.2 below.

Fig.3.2. Disconfirmation of expectations paradigm.
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As seen from the figure, 3 alternative outcomes exists; Dissatisfaction, Satisfaction and
Enhanced Satisfaction. Parasuraman et al.(1991) showed that there is a range for what
customers find satisfactory, i.e. a lower and upper limit called "adequate and desired".
The author suggests that this can be shown graphically as shown in figure 3.3 below, and
strangely enough, this is the same shape of curve as Harrington (1987) developed with only 2
outcomes.

$

Fig.3.3. Customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost.
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Cost of quality has a step rise when customers become less than adequately satisfied.
Customers in the range between adequate and desired infer a much smaller cost to the company.
This is not to suggest that adequate is good enough. Customers, though at the moment not
directly dissatisfied, may change to a competitor which can offer desired satisfaction. Clearly,
the quality of some western products have not fallen, but some Japanese companies have raised
customers expectations by offering better products.
As seen, cost of quality is not zero when the customers receive desired quality. Research by
TARP (1995) show that 5 % of the customers will not repurchase even if they satisfied. This is
commented upon further in section 3.4.3.

3. Loss of reputation poor quality cost.
Harrington (1987) states that "this reflects the customers attitude towards the company rather
than an individual product line. The loss of reputation affects all product lines manufactured by
a company". This is then what is normally known as Service Quality, which is a customers
general attitude towards a company. This is not necessarily based on one's own experience, but
it is very difficult to change in the short run. An example would be a customer who have heard
or read about several dissatisfied customers of a particular company. The customers attitude will
not change before he/she have heard of several very satisfied customers of that company. In
other words, it take times to change an attitude, both ways.
Harrington (1987) gives no suggestion of the shape or the direction of this curve, but the author
suggests that this can be shown graphically as shown below in fig.3.4.
^ Fig.3.4. Loss of reputation poor quality cost.
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As seen. Loss of reputation poor quality cost can be thought of as a cost that lifts the Extemal
Failure cost at ^ levels. In other words, if a company has a bad reputation, it will (at least in the
short term) have it for all products, no matter how good a particular product now is.

Implications of the model.
Harrington (1987) suggests incorporation of the Invisible cost by means of adding a certain
percentage to the External Failure cost. "This will make everyone realize that errors have an
impact on the customers". No reference is made to actual cases or research that shows the size
of this percentage, only that management must decide on the size. Still as a very conservative
estimate, he suggests that this Invisible cost (group 1,2 and 3 together) should be made equal to
External Failure cost.
3.4.2. Model by Dahlgaard et al. (1994)
Dahlgaard et al. (1994) take a totally different approach and divide Total Quality cost into 6
main groups as shown below in figure 3.5.
Fig.3.5. Model by Dahlgaard et al. (1994).
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The figure shows a matrix of the quahty costs. Internal and External Failure costs are classified
as either Visible costs or Invisible costs. Dahlgaard et al.(1994) states that "Total Quality Cost is
much higher than the often stated 10-40 % of turnover, especially when the Invisible cost of
loss of goodwill (i.e. point 4) is taken into account". The same principle as used in external
benchmarking is used to calculate the Total Quality Cost and is described quickly below.
Dahlgaard et al. (1994): " Let Pj stand for the ordinary financial result (i.e. profit) of company
j, and let Pj/Nj stand for ordinary profit per employee. Nj denotes here the number of
employees, converted to full-time employees in company j. Assume there are m comparable
firms competing in the same industry or market. Now let the m competing firms be ranked as
follows.

Pl/Nl < P2/N2 <

Pm/Nm

Based on this rating, the lower limit of company j's Total Quality cost at time t , can now be
calculated.

Cjt = (Pm/Nm - Pj/Nj) x Nj

This is the lower limit in the short term".
In other words, the total quality cost is the difference between the profit per employee of the
most profitable firm in industry (best practice) and the profit per employee of our company
multiplied by the number of employees in our company. This can now be related to profit or
turnover and expressed as a percentage.
The Invisible costs are now calculated as the difference between this total quality cost and the

Visible costs from the accounts.
Dahlgaard et al. (1994) carried out an investigation using this method in the printing industry.
Invisible cost was found to be in the region of 7 - 20 % of total quality cost, or 12 - 40 % of the
combined Internal and External Failure costs. If 70 % of the Failure costs are External, the
Invisible cost is in the region 9 - 28 % of External Failure.
It is important to notice that these figures are the lower limits for Invisible costs as the best
companies in the market also have poor quality costs.

3.4.3. TARP's model for customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost.
A major study of customer dissatisfaction and complaining behaviour in Australia was carried
out by the international consulting firm TARP (Technical Advice Research Program) on behalf
of SOCAP (Society Of Consumer Affairs Professionals in Business), and published in March
1995.
This research took 2 years to complete, and consisted of 4 parts.
1. National random survey of approx. 15.000 households.
2. Baseline research for 3 companies surveying approx. 30.000 customers.
3. Benchmark research involving over 100 companies and their response to customer
complaints.
4. Case studies of examples of good customer contact and complaint management.

The model shown below in figure 3.6 is called Market Damage Calculation, and was developed
to estimate the cost resulting from dissatisfied customers (i.e. Harrington's group 2).

Fig.3.6. Model of market damage, TARP (1995).
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In calculating the Market Damage the management only have to input 3 numbers that should be
readily available for each productline, product or as appropriate.
1. Number of purchases an average customer buy in the time he is a customer (i.e. period
of loyalty).
2. Number of customers.
3. Average profit (or price paid) per customer.

The following 9 figures can be read out of 4 tables (figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 below) where
the numbers vary for the 23 different products/services listed.
A. % of customers experiencing problems annually.
B. % of customers complaining.
C. % of complainants satisfied.

D. % of complainants mollified.
E. % of complainants dissatisfied.
F. % not repurchasing when complaint is satisfied.
G. % not repurchasing when complaints are mollified.
H. % not repurchasing when complaints are dissatisfied.
I. % not complaining but will not repurchase.

If one's own figures are available, these can be compared with those listed, but a certain care
must be taken when one's own figures are significantly better than those obtained from this
major research.

Products/Services Bought m the Past Year
and Problem Experience
% of Respondents
Bought in Past

Problem in Past

Year
Type Product or Service
Grocery Items (food etc)
Clothes/shoes/accessories
Utilities (gas, electncity, water post)
Restaurant/cafe/take-away
Health (medical, dental etc)
Insurance (car, home, life)
Telephone service
Banking services
Car motor bike repair/service
Tradespeople (electrician, plumber etc)
Appliance under $100 (toaster iron etc)
Travel accommodation (hotels, guesthouses etc)
Public transport (trains, local buses etc)
Entertainment/sport
Appliance over $100 (washing machine etc)
Travel transport (airlines, coaches etc)
Lawyers/accountants/architects services
Furniture
Government sen/ices (Social Secunty, CES)
Investment advice/superannuation
Car/motor bike
Housing (purchase, rental)
Computers

Year

93
87
83
82
79
77
71
60
59
55
53
53
51
51
47
47
41
37
36
27
24
21
17

14
14
9
13
12
9
13
17
24
21
18
9
15
6
26
10
11
14
26
18
25
18
27

* Among respondents indicating they had bought product/service in past year

Fig.3.7. Product/Services bought in the past year and problem experience, TARP (1995).

Fig.3.8. Taken action to get problem corrected, TARP(1995).

Take Action to Get Problem Corrected
by Product/Service Involved

ALL RESPONDENTS
Type of Product or Service
Telephone service
Utilities (gas, electncity, water, post)
Furniture
Computers
Appliance over $100 (washing machine etc)
Tradespeople (electrician, plumber etc)
Investment advice/superannuation
Travel transport (airlines, coaches etc)
Car/motor bike
Government services (Social Secunty, CES)
Car/motor bike repair/service
Banking services (loans, deposits etc)
Insurance (car, home, life)
Housing (purchase, rental)
Lawyers/accountants/architects services
Appliance under $100 (toaster, iron etc)
Travel accommodation (hotels, guesthouses etc)
Clothes/shoes/accessones
Entertainment/sport
Health (medical, dental etc)
Restaurant/cafe/take-away
Public transport (trains, local buses etc)
Grocery items (food etc)

% Taking Action
73
93*
84
83*
83
82*
81*

80
79
79
76
75
75
74
69
68
68
63
61**

59
56**
54**
52**
49**

* Significantly higher than all respondents at a minimum 90% level of confidence
"Significantly lower than all respondents at a minimum 90% level of confidence

Impact of Productsigeigk^ on S
Action Taken to ResolVii Most iSerious Problem

ALL RESPONDENTS
Type of Product or Service
Grocery items (food etc)
Clothes/shoes/accessories
Appliance under $100 (toaster, iron etc)
Appliance over $100 (washing machine etc)
Computers
Utilities (gas, electricity, water, post)
Insurance (car, home, life)
Furniture
Car/motor bike
Government services (Social Security, CES)
Banking services (loans, deposits etc)
Telephone service
Car/motor bike repair/service
Tradespeople (electncian, plumber etc)

H

% of Respondents
Exceeded
Mollified
Expec/Satisfied
40
34

Dissatisfied
26

21
32
38
38
46
27
18
43
46
43
35
45

42
36
32
31
30
28
28
23
21
20

12
18

19
19
12
37
26
24
29
37
32
28
17

Significantly higher than all respondents at a minimum 9 0 % level of confidence
Significantly lower than all respondents at a minimum 9 0 % level of confidence

Fig.3.9. Impact of Product/Service on satisfaction with action taken, TARP(1995).

Fig.3.10. Impact of problem experience/complaining on loyalty.
Impact of Problem Experience/Complaining on Loyalty
All Products/Sen/ices

No
Problem

Exceeded
Expectations

Satisfied

Mollified

Dissatisfied

NonComplainant

COMPLAINANTS

The "exceeded expectations" responses have been combined with the "satisfied complainant
category because only a handful of respondents were offered a remedy thai exceeded their
expectations

An example is shown below (for appliances over $100);
where management's input is as follows:
1.10 purchases over a 5-year period of loyalty.
2. $ 20 in profit per average purchase, on an item that has purchase price $ 200.
3. 25.000 customers.
and from the tables the following figures are input.
A. 26 % of customers experiences problems annually.
B. 82 % of customers complaining.
C. 43 % of complainants satisfied.
D. 38 % of complainants mollified.
E. 19 % of complainants dissatisfied.
F. 17 % not repurchasing when complaint is satisfied.
G. 77 % not repurchasing when complaint is mollified.
H. 90 % not repurchasing when complaint is dissatisfied.
I. 77 % not complaining, but will not repurchase.

The calculation is shown below in figure 3.11.
Fig.3.11. Example of market damage calculation.
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3.762
10 Average sales per customer during period of loyalty x 3.762 lost customers

= 37.620

$ value = 37.620 x $ 20 = $ 752.400
However, the model does not take into account that some customers do not repurchase, even if
they did not experience problems. In this example, this figure is
25.000 X 0.24 X 0.05 x 10 x 20 = $ 60.000
As seen, customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost amounts to $ 752.400 - $ 60.000 =
$ 692.400 over a period of 5 years, or $ 138.480 per year.
In terms of turnover and profit this equates to;
692.480/(10 X 25.000 x 200) = 1.38 % of the turnover or 13.8 % of the profit.
As described under section 2.6, Dale and Abed (1987) found the total quality cost to be in the
region 2 - 2 5 % of turnover, with average size 9.2 % On average. External Failure accounted
for 4.3 % of turnover.
Customer dissatisfaction cost is thus, in this example, 35 % of External Failure. This result does
not in any way contradict the findings of Harrington (1987), who estimated Invisible costs
(customer incurred, loss of reputation and customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost), to be at

least equal to External Failure cost. Neither does it contradict the findings of Dahlgaard et al.
(1994) who estimated Invisible cost (loss of reputation and customer dissatisfaction poor quality
cost) to have a lower limit of 9 - 28 % of External Failure.

3.5. Limitations of the author's model.
The authors model does not take into account the following quality related costs:

1. Loss of reputation poor quality cost.
2. Cost of exceeding customers quality requirements.
3. Suppher quality cost.

These costs are discussed next.
Loss of reputation poor aualitv cost.
Not only will the dissatisfied customer not repurchase, but will also tell others.
Based on TARP's figures for cars in the US, Deming (1986) tells that "the customer is likely to
spread the good news to 8 other people. An angry car buyer will tell his troubles to an average
of 16 people".
The Australian figures are very similar as reported by TARP (1995).
Satisfied complainants tell on average 4.7 people.
Mollified complainants tell on average 6.3 people.
Dissatisfied complainants tell on average 8.9 people.
Noncomplainants tell on average 6.2 people.
From the figures it can be seen that dissatisfied customers tell on average twice as many other

people about their experience as satisfied customers.
TARP (1995) states that "given the low level of complaint satisfaction reported in most of the
industries studied, it is safe to assume that the resulting high level of negative word of mouth
have created significant market damage". It then follows that satisfied customers provide free
advertisement.
In this thesis, no attempt to include this cost is made, because as stated, the aim of the author's
model is not so much the absolute size of the quality cost in itself The aim is rather that quality
problems are identified and that the size of the problems are evaluated in monetary terms.
However, a suggestion of how to estimate the size of this loss of reputation poor quality cost is
to take the difference:

Dahlgaard et aL(1994) Total Quality Cost (Cjt)
minus

TARP (1995) Customer dissatisfaction cost

equals

Loss of reputation poor quality cost

An example of this calculation is shown in section 6.1.
Cost of exceeding customers quality requirements.
These are costs associated with the provision of features that are not required by the customer.
Typical examples could be fancy packaging of machine parts, documentation etc., but also
features that relates to the product itself Examples of this are the provision of too fine surface
tolerances, or polishing of machine parts that are to be painted. By working close with the
customer, and by customer surveys, the quality requirements can be determined. By methods
like Quality Function Deployment (QFD), or the Importance-Performance technique, these

requirements can be translated into manufacturing specifications. Features not needed to current
level of quality can then be analysed, and a resources redirected to achieve highest customer
satisfaction. Still, improving quality beyond customers requirements have some benefits. This is
equivalent of enhanced satisfaction in figure 3.2, in other words to keep the 5 % of the
customers that will not repurchase even if they are satisfied.
It is also worth to remember, as stated under section 3.4.1, that customer expectations rise over
time, and what is not a requirement today, can easily be so in the near future.

Supplier qualitv cost.
Deming (1986) emphasised that companies cannot make and deliver quality products to
customers, unless the quality of incoming materials are up to standard. Hence companies should
not choose suppliers on price alone, but work with the suppliers to increase both quality and
productivity of the supplying firm. Deming (1986) and Dahlgaard et al. (1994) report that this
relationship with suppliers are expected to increase in the future, as companies now are
increasingly focusing on the core business, and more and more are purchasing parts for
production. Few estimates are given in literature about the size of supplier quality cost. Crosby
(1979) states that companies are purchasing up to 50 % of their quality problems, but no
reference to actual cases are given.

3.6. The author's model in a global view.
The following diagram, fig. 3.12, explains the author's model, and its part of a more global
view.

Fig.3.12. Boundaries of the author's model in a global view.
Increase quality of incoming materials

Increase quality and decrease quality cost,
through the application of TQM techniques
to products, processes and people.

Internal quality
improvements
requirements

External quality
improvements

Exceed customers
quality

Fewer defects
Lower Internal Failure
Lower Appraisal cost
society

Decreased customer
dissatisfaction
Lower External Failure
Lower Invisible cost

Increased customer
satisfaction and
reduced loss to

Lower Quality Cost

Higher Turnover

Increased Quality Cost
and Higher Turnover

Higher Turnover
Lower Oualitv Cost
Higher Profit

Best combination of
Turnover and Quality Cost
gives highest profit

4. USEFULNESS OF MODFJ.
4.1. An overview.
As seen in the previous chapter, quaUty related costs are larger than usually stated, when
Invisible costs are taken into account. The important thing to notice is that these costs are
incurred by a company, whether the cost are measured and reported, or not. Hence these costs
are collected or estimated from various other reports or observations. While most people would
agree that quality cost can be reduced and that quality can be improved, they find it difficult to
identify the target areas and evaluate the impact. To get fiinding for prevention activities, it is
essential to show the current cost of defects, the cost of the solution, and the resulting return on
investment. Where improvements not only lead to better productivity or decreased cost, but also
to better quality, the latter must also be taken into account. If this cannot be quantified, it should
at least be qualified in a (convincing) way.
Reports of the poor quality cost are periodic summaries of the costs, and can be presented by
product line, department or for a particular product, as appropriate. The report can be issued
monthly, annually or for any other period in time, including snap shot now and then. A general
recommendation, as suggested by among others Dale and Plunkett (1995), Harrington (1987)
and Morse et al. (1987), is to start with a pilot smdy in one area, and then expand the system,
taking into account lessons learned.
In general there seem to be two main ideas for how the cost should be collected and reported,
namely:

1. Incorporation of Quality Cost into the normal management accounting system. This means
that changes to the existing accounting system may have to be made. Quality costs can then
be monitored and analysed continuously, and budgets can be made.

2. Snap shots are made at one particular period in time with aim to identify quahty
improvement projects. The findings can then be used to prioritise the projects using
NPV, ROI and Residual Value.
As stated in the Introduction, chapter 1, this thesis focused mainly on the 2nd alternative, but the
1st is also described and commented upon. The reasons for this will then be apparent from the
remarks below.
4.2. Incorporation of quality costs into the accounting system.
At the outset this method offers a lot of advantages. By letting the accounting department collect
and report the figures, the system can be expanded throughout all functions of the company. The
figures are also likely to be more trusted if they come from the accounting department.
Mandeville (1990) stated that "the accounting department has rigid rules and they sometimes do
not lend themselves to incorporating a cost of quality system, or changes of any kind". From the
author's experience, needed changes to the accounting system are very difficult to obtain. This
is so because, even if the accounting department agrees to the suggested change, it is not their
first priority. Furthermore the Invisible costs as described by the author's model do not show up
in any accounting system. Nor does poor quality cost as a result of loss of reputation. A further
disadvantage is that the report can be considered by managers as just another financial measure,
or a costing exercise. However if done properly, cost reduction targets can be established and
variances analysed. Clearly if a quality costing exercise is to be repeated period after period,
there is a need for the data collected to be comparable with previous periods.
The incorporation of quality costs into the normal management accounting system is
recommended by Crosby (1979) and Harrington (1987). At the same time both these writers

warns that accuracy cannot be expected, and that companies seriously underestimate the size of
their poor quality cost. The costs collected will then increase as people get more experience with
the concept, and new areas are discovered. Crosby (1979) suggests that only one third of the
total quality costs are discovered at the first attempt. Hence the argument of reporting a
reduction in total quality cost is in vain, if the total quality cost is instead increasing as new
areas are discovered. Harrington (1987) suggests that the way to get around this problem is to go
back and readjust all previous periods figures to incorporate newly found areas. The report can
then show a reduction in size of the cost of poor quality. No references to actual cases where
this has been done is given. However it is clear that the work involved in doing this is a large,
but not an impossible task. The author has hands-on experience from an oil company that
became listed on the US stock exchange. As a prerequisite it had to change not only the actual
years annual report, but also the reports for the previous 3 years reports to reflect US GAAP
(General American Accounting Principles). In an interview with a provider of utilities in a
major Australian city, the problem of reporting increasing quality cost was encountered. To
avoid this, the elements were refined to show a decrease. Hence direct comparisons between
different years became impossible.
Kume (1988) raised another important issue, when he pointed out that companies cannot
continue to offer the same level of quality and try to reduce quality cost constantly. If the do,
competitors will take the market with better products. Hence quality must be improved, and
quality cost must be reduced, at the same time. Clearly, the accounting system does not take this
dual purpose into account.
Yet another point is raised by Plunkett and Dale (1985), namely that some quality costs do not
change, or are not amendable to change. Examples of these are the cost of a laboratory, and the

salary of the quality manager. Still these costs must be identified and included if the total quality
cost figure is to be estimated. These costs do not bring any new knowledge to the company, and
clearly the collection of costs that cannot be changed is a waste of time and a poor quality cost
in itself
Using Australian data, Shah and Sohal (1993) stated that "problems with the existing
accounting system and the difficulties in separating quality cost from production cost were the
main reasons for noLmeasuring quality costs". It is clear from these responses that companies
do not have the appropriate cost accounting and information systems in place to provide the
necessary quality costing information. Shah and Sohal (1993) also suggested that costing
systems such as activity based costing (ABC) or a matrix type of costing should be developed.
With the problems discussed earlier with obtaining changes to the existing accounting system, it
is difficult to see how the development of a completely new system in a company can be
justified. That the aim is to collect and report already incurred costs should not be forgotten.
Company wide integrated computer systems where all data is entered just once, and can be
retrieved in desired forms may solve these problems. Traditional IBM AS-400 systems are
certainly not able to do this. Of the more contemporary systems the author have experience with
only SAP R/3. So far this have not lived up to expectations. The newer version 3.0 may have
improved. Still, Talasch (1995) on the subject of SAP R/3 version 3.0 stated: "The best one can
hope to achieve is a 90 % fit when investing in a business package, and if a vendor is promising
a 100 % fit, they are misleading the prospective customer". Another point not previously
mentioned is the time factor. A company wide measuring system may take several years to
build, whereas a snap shot study of the costs can be carried out in a few weeks.
Clearly when all these problems have been considered and taken into account, it is easy to see

why the 2nd approach, a snap shot at one particular point in time, has been the dominating
method. As stated earlier, this method is also recommended by the author.

4.3. Snap shot at one particular point in time with aim to identify improvement projects.
The main advantages of this method is that management and the quality department is more in
control of the cost of poor quality system, the rules of the accounting department are not
predominant (but the accounting department still have to be involved and accept the figures).
The decision of to which accuracy data should be collected represents a balance between time
available and what is needed to get the data accepted. It is important to use a measuring method
accepted in the company so that the results will not be questioned. The purpose of the authors
model is to identify areas for improvements, and prioritize among them. The measuring method
must therefore be consistent so that the entire company is analysed in the same way, and suboptimalization avoided. Moreover, all costs such as labour rates, defects, invisible costs etc. can
be incorporated.
By using a snap shot at one particular point in time, high quality cost areas can be identified and
analysed. Quality improvement projects can then be developed with the aim to both reduce poor
quality cost and to improve quality. Furthermore the projects can be prioritised using NPV, ROI
etc., such that consensus can be reached on which problem to solve first. If the projects have
been truly successful, and the estimated improvements have been realised cannot be determined
before next snap shot is taken. Morse et al. (1987) therefore suggests the term "probable
financial impact of quality improvement". However, the snap shot method is much quicker than
the method of incorporating quality cost into the accounting system.
Basically the method is exactly the same as used by all other improvement and investment

projects identified by manufacturing, engineering etc. quality cost should be driven by the
management and the quality department. Still it is clear that high quality cost is not a
responsibility of the quality department, but everyone's responsibility. However, in the absence
of a quality cost system, ranking the quality problems is very difficult. Without a $ value, the
ranking would have to be number of defects, % scrap, number of complaints or just feelings. As
already described under customer dissatisfaction poor quality cost, customers do not always
complain about poor quality. As reported by TARP (1995); "they simply switch to competitors".
The Total Poor Quality Cost model that includes Invisible costs as developed in chapter 3, will
give a new ranking based on $ , that also incorporates the customers view. These dollar values
will tell which areas are the highest contributors to the cost of quality, i.e. non-value added
activities. From this, projects can be ranked by means of a Pareto diagram, after potential for
improvements.

4.4. The benefits and limitations of Activity Based Costing (ABC).
An alternative way of looking into quality cost is to look at the sequential processes that goes
into delivering a particular product or service. By starting the study with external customers and
moving back to external suppliers, valueable information can be obtained from later stages in
the process on problems in the earlier stages. When the number of product delivered is large, it
is clear that diffemt products requires different amount of the specific activities that goes into
each element of quality cost. A method for allocating these costs is to use Activity Based
Costing. ABC was originally a method for allocating overhead or indirect cost to a particular
product, customer or service. It was popularized as a product costing system and is now also
applied to quality cost. Looking at fig. 2.3 , page 26, the aim is really to allocate correct Quality

cost and Indirect processing cost to Total production cost for a particular product or service.
Looking at the Appraisal cost identified in Case 6.1, page 74 :
Appraisal cost
Inspection and testing

$ 174.000

In-process inspection

$ 135.000

Product quality audits

$

400

On site performance test

$

400

Internal test and release

$

400

Evaluation of materials and spares

$

1.000

Data processing

$

4.000

$315,200
Traditional calculation systems would allocate these cost at a fixed average rate to all products,
usually on a volume base, by linkage to financial variables such as direct salaries or direct
materials cost. But not all these costs are volume related. Some are related to set-ups, batch, a
particular product line or customer. ABC allocates each element of Appraisal cost to the
activity in the business process that goes into the making of a particular product. Generally nonfinancial variables (eg. no. of test hours or no. of parts) are used, that mimic how the product
consume resources.
ABC can be shown graphically as:
Appraisal cost

Broken down into
Elements

Activity based cost recovery rates
I
Absorbs cost to

I
Processes in each product
External suppHers

External customers

It can be seen that ABC is not an alternative to order or process calculation, but a tool to
discover the real size of quality cost in an order or process calculation. Hence it can be
incorporated into both. ABC is rather a tool to discover the real size of product cost, by
allocating the correct quality cost. It follows that some products may have so high quality cost
that they are unprofitable, or that they have been charged the wrong rate. The result is that, if
relied on, this inaccurate cost information leads to poor decisions for product policy and capital
mvestment. Further, misguiding management on financial performance and control. This is
especially so when quality cost and indirect cost make up a large percentage of total cost.
Applying ABC to a product where direct labour or material cost make up more than say 70 % of
total cost may not be a good idea.
The limitations of ABC is that it requires the user to pick a set of activities and allocate these by
chosen drivers to individual products on a cause-effect relationship,
ie. How many activity centres ?
How many cost elements ?
Which cost drivers ?

The figure above also shows the complexity of ABC. The number of activities and cost drivers
could be very expensive to calculate. In the example shown one would probably group
Appraisal cost into the first 2 large elements, and add all others into these. By same argument,
when the same cause-effect relationship is found between the cost of a number of activities and
a certain cost driver, they could be aggregated into a single cost pool. Clearly it is a cost-benefit
trade off between too many/few cost elements/drivers/activities depending on product diversity,
volume diversity and cost of activities. The problem is still that when product mix changes, the
relationship between the cost drivers and the activity may also change.
It is then clear that ABC is not a way of calculating optimum cost of quality, but a tool to
provide better allocation of quality cost to products. It then requires management to act on these
costs. Still looking into the activities performed and the way these contributes to specific
products, it is possible to do away with redundant and superfious activities.
An investigation into large norwegian industrial companies use of ABC (Bjomenak 1994),
showed that even though 71 % of the companies new of ABC, only 4 % had actually used it.

4.5. Prioritising quality improvement projects.
The question arises of which defects to correct first. Several alternatives exists:
1. Most frequently occurring defect.
2. Most costly single defect.
3. Highest total cost = Most frequent x Most costly defect
4. Highest return on investment
5. Highest net present value
The answer to what constitutes the best method depends on several factors.
The author suggests that as a general rule, the projects with the highest NPV should be taken
first, as this is the method that maximises profit. Applying NPV to the author's model integrates
quality improvements with customer impact, project size, interest rates and potential for change.
However there seems to be, at least in the authors experience (mainly from the oil business) a
strong emphasis on ROI. Especially in periods where little capital is available, projects that do
not meet arbitrarily set ROI percentages will not be approved. This is unfortunate, as using ROI
alone, will rank a small project with high return ahead of a larger project with smaller
percentage return.
As an example: Invest $ 100 and save $ 20 each year, will be rated ahead of
Invest $ 1000 and save $ 195 each year.
There are however also circumstances where some defects occur so often that they, say make
production difficult, or prevent fulfilments of orders. These problems may then have to be taken
first regardless of NPV and ROI. Similarly, some one-off defects can have so large
consequences, or so unacceptable risk that action must be taken, even though it is unlikely that
the defect is going to happen again.
TQM techniques can be used to improve the situation, once the priority is given. As pointed out
by Deming (1986), improvements in quality and the resultant reduction in cost, comes only
when the root causes of the defects are determined, and corrective action is taken to correct the
problem for ever, is taken.
However not all reductions in quality cost require an investment. Schneiderman (1986) gives
an example of a Kaizen type improvement where a Japanese sister plant received obsolete

equipment from the US. Through continuous improvements, defects were reduced by a factor
of 250. The equipment had become obsolete because of new equipment that reduced the
defects by a factor of 3!

5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES.
5.1. An overview.
The cost of quality program should be implemented completely outside the operating budget
process. Cost of quality is a tool to help managers serve their customers better, by improving
quality of the products, especially in those aspects that matters most to the customers. Quality
should thus be customer driven, and not cost driven. The author's model is a way of ranking
quality improvement in a cost effective way, taking into account the customers view. The focus
is on improving products and practices and to reduce waste, with the ultimate goal of increased
customer satisfaction. Hence the emphasis have to be on implementing change and not financial
or accounting measures.
However by definition the accounting department is the right section to issue financial figures.
This means that the accounting department has to be involved from the start of the project of
quality costing, and that they have to provide approximate figures. With the current trend
towards more sophisticated systems, one would expect that data retrieval will be easier in the
future. However, it is not enough to retrieve the data. It must also be understood what is
included in them, and how they are developed.
The problems with existing accounting system, together with the difficulties of separating
quality cost (especially Prevention cost) from operating costs, constitute the single biggest
obstacles to implementation of quality costing in Australian and British industry, as reported by
Shah and Sohal (1993) and Plunkett and Dale (1988).

5.2. Reporting quality costs.
As stated under section 2.4.4., the exact elements to be included under each of the categories of
Appraisal, Internal and External Failure will depend on the situation. However the first
objective is that everyone have a common understanding of the categories in section 2.4.3. The
elements listed in AS 2561 (with the changes described in section 3.1), represent a very good
starting point, even though some critique of its general acceptability is given by Gibson et al.
(1991).
A more comprehensive list of what to look for in a manufacturing company, is given by
Harrington (1987), and is listed in Appendix C.
A certain care should still be taken when these lists are used, as it can also be argued that these

may blind people from seeing new things.
AS 2561 also gives suggestions of the layout of the reports that should be issued, to explain
current status, progress etc. It is however clear that when Prevention cost is left out, and the
emphasis is on identifying quality improvement projects, a large number of reports are not
needed.
The author suggests simply making a bar chart as shown below for each of the categories.

Fig.5.1. Bar chart of Appraisal cost.
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Fig.5.2. Bar chart of Internal Failure cost.

Fig.5.3. Bar chart of External Failure cost.
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Fig.5.4. Total Poor Quality Cost per period.
These 4 figures then show problem areas with high quality cost (which have the biggest
potential for savings), and the overall picture of the area analysed. An indication of the
effectiveness of the action taken shows up in the variance between each period. However care
must be taken, as some quality improvement actions does not show result in the short term only,
but are spread out over long periods (or do not pay off before well into the future).
Another issue is whether quality cost should be related to turnover, profit, manufacturing cost
or another base. It clearly depends on the situation. Very large fluctuations in sales, materials
price, etc. can have a large influence. Several sources including Feigenbaum (1961) and BS

6143 advocate the use of at least 3 bases. The author would argue that as long as they are not
used for comparisons between companies, planning or budgeting, it is really not that important.
Used for identifying (and showing the result of) quality improvement projects, the figures stand
on their own. No attempt is made to specify supplier poor quality cost in the author's model.
Hence if the Total Poor Quality Cost is related to value added, the suppliers are kept out of the
model. Still, there seem to be a general trend to relate quality costs to profit and turnover.
A detailed discussion of the relative merits of more than 10 bases is given in Feigenbaum
(1961).

5.3. Implementation.
The main issue is to make quality cost a more integral part of operations management, such that
quality improvement projects can be started. The author suggests the following steps:

1. The level of management commitment must be determined.
2. Education and training in the concept of quality cost.
3. Identify potential quality improvement projects.
4. Evaluate and prioritise projects by the author's model.
5. Implement quality improvements through the: Plan - Do - Check - Act cycle.

1. Level of management commitment.
Every textbook on the subject of TQM, seem to stress the importance of management
commitment. This is also the first requirement in certification to the ISO 9000 series.
The question is really, to what extent do management have to be committed ?

If asked, all people tend to want better quality. Deming (1986) stated that "it is not enough that
top management commit themselves for life to quality and productivity. They must also know
what they are committed to - that is, what they must do. These actions cannot be delegated.
Support is not enough: action is required".
Lack of commitment, sometimes from top management, and sometimes from middle
management, is at least in the author's experience, the reason for the failure of most
improvement projects. This lack of commitment comes in 2 forms:

1 .Top management is committed, but will not provide money
for these quality projects, as other projects are prioritised.

2. Middle management do not agree, or do not see the need
for these quality improvement projects.

Clearly, the quality improvement projects can only be implemented if top management accept to
allocate money and other resources. If the author's model for Total Poor Quality Cost is
accepted, so should the identified projects. However, it is clear that a certain confidence in the
concept of quality cost and the model has to be developed, before large investments will be
accepted. The size of these investment should be communicated at once. People should not
spend time on quality improvement projects that will not be accepted due to the size of
investment required, no matter what the payoff, or reduction in quality cost is. Clearly, there can
also be capital constraints in absolute terms, i.e. lack of capital. This is more serious, but as
pointed out earlier, Kaizen type improvements do not require large investments.
As mentioned above, middle management is often the barrier that prevent improvements from
being introduced. This is often so because of a desire to preserve the "status quo", and often also

attitudes reflected in the phrase "it doesn't work here" is used. At least in the author's
experience, resistance from middle management has often been the reason why quality
improvement projects have stopped after a good start.
The way around this is of course first to have a committed top management, that demands
action and improvement at all levels and for all activities in the company.

2. Education and training.
The next step, which should really take place at the same time as point 1, is education and
training in TQM and quality cost. Depending on the company, this may in particular apply to
middle management, and may explain why improvements are necessary. Middle managers must
then train their subordinates, and explain constraints on level of investments etc., which have
been set by top management.
There seem to be some controversy on to the amount of training required. Deming (1986)
prescribed a "vigorous programme of education and self improvements for everyone". Saunders
and Shannon (1993) stated that quality training should be "when and where necessary", i.e. all
people should not be trained for the sake of equality. Blakemore (1987) quantified this to be
2 whole days for top management, and 3 whole days for middle management, which in turn
should train their subordinates. This is clearly initial training for people that have had no formal
training in TQM. If they have had, the author suggest that 1 day training for everyone is a very
good starting point.

3. Identify potential quality improvement projects.
Quality improvement projects should now be identified, by group work and individual
suggestions.

4. Evaluate and prioritise projects using the author's model.
Select most using the author's model for Total Poor Quality Cost as described in chapter 3.
It is recommended that one start in one area with a pilot project.
Below is a check list for the activities.

A. Select area, activity, product or function. The point here is that a problem should be
chosen which is possible to solve relatively quick, with little investment, and which
people are motivated to solve.

B. Define the categories as described in section 2.4.3.

C. Identify the elements, using AS 2561 and Appendix C.

D. Collect the data on the elements from accounting reports, warranty claims, production
reports, scrap reports and by good estimates.

E. Calculate the Total Poor Quality Cost, by the author's model in section 3.1.

F. Identify methods of solving problem, by using TQM techniques like the 7 new tools and
7 old tools etc.

G. Quantify solution and calculate NPV, ROI and/or other best argument for the
implementation of the improvement project. Arguments that cannot be quantified should at
least be qualified. This is important, as qualitv improvements also should be taken into
account.

H. Get approval for implementation. If approval is not obtained, a very good reason for

this must be given. If not, it is going to be very hard for management to continue the
encouragement of improvements, in any meaningful way.

5. Quality improvements: Plan - Do - Check - Act
The author suggests that a basic attitude to quality improvements should be: absolutely
everything can be done better (higher quality) or at a lower cost.

Plan - The improvement projects identified above should now be planned implemented. This
plan covers; who needs to be informed, when, where, and by whom, contingency plans etc.

Do - Carry out the improvement projects, preferably on a small scale if possible.

Check - Observe and study if the desired quality improvements and a lower quality cost is
obtained.

Act - The purpose of observing the result of the change, is to try to find further sources for
improvement in quality, and to act on these observations. In other words, what is learnt and
what can be predicted. These improvements lead to lower quality cost, higher quality and higher
customer satisfaction.

Dahlgaard et al. (1994) stated that "the most important thing about the PDCA cycle is that it
encourages the continuous development of ideas".

6. CASE STUDIES
Below are 2 case studies identified from literature. The cases themselves are not commented
upon in a general sense. Only the changes and consequences that are identified due to the
application of the author's model are discussed.
6.1. Company A
A case study of an unnamed manufacturing company in the UK, is reported in Dale and Plunkett
(1995). This company has a turnover equivalent to $ 10 milHon, and has 150 employees. The
company manufacture a wide range of smaller appliances, and has 21 main product groups.
The cost of quality is distributed as follows.
% of turnover

% of quality cost

0.37
3.14
5.80
1.34
10.65

3.4
29.5
54.5

Prevention cost
Appraisal cost
Internal Failure cost
External Failure cost
Total

12.6

100

The categories are broken down as follows:
Prevention cost
Salary of Quality manager
External services
Maintenance of test equipment
Travel,post,telephone,printing etc.

$
$
$
$
$

20.400
5.000
3.600
8.000
37.000

Appraisal cost
Inspection and testing
In-process inspection
Product quality audits
On site performance test
Internal test and release
Evaluation of materials and spares
Data processing
Internal Failure cost
Scrap
Rework and repair
Defect testing
Modifications
Concessions
External Failure cost
Complaints administration
Returned products repair
Warranty and liability

$ 174,000
$ 13 5.000
$ 400
$ 400
$ 400
$ 1.000
$ 4.000
$315,200
$ 308.400
$ 173.200
$ 2.000
$ 2.000
$ 66.000
$ 583.600
$ 1.000
$ 75.200
$ 57.600
$ 134.000

Below are first some general and then some specific cormnents on the categories.
The company does not report a distribution of quality cost that are atypical of the figures
reported by BS 6143 or the author's literature survey. A possible exception is that External
Failure cost is low, when compared to Internal Failure. Possible explanations for this are that

not all External Failure cost are reported, or that the company has a very strong emphasis on
detecting defects before they reach the customers. Without knowing the company it is difficult
to say, but the former seems most likely, as the size of the Appraisal cost is normal. Another
point is that some of the reported costs are very small. Clearly it would have been more useful to
refme and break some of the large costs down into several elements, than to try to identify small
costs.

Prevention cost.
The case for excluding Prevention cost is reinforced when this cost is lodced at. Most of the
reported Prevention costs, are quality administration costs that don't change, as discussed in
section 3.2.

Appraisal cost.
Almost 99 % of this cost is inspection and testing, either by inspectors of incoming and
outgoing goods, or in-process inspection. If this cost could be reduced, it would also be natural
to expect that the cost of maintenance of test equipment (under Prevention) could be reduced. It
can also be argued that this maintenance, in fact is an Appraisal cost, as no maintenance would
be required if testing was not necessary.

Internal Failure cost.
This cost is the largest category and its size is more than half of total quality cost. Clearly this is
the place to start with quality improvement projects.

External Failure cost.
The company records the time taken to administer complaints, but does not try to estimate the
resulting market damage. Surely the market damage is very much larger than the cost of
repairing returned products. The company also report warranty and liability cost as part of
External Failure. This is unfortunate, as has been discussed in section 3.3.
To try to estimate Invisible cost (Customer dissatisfaction cost), some assumptions have to be
made. If average salesprice of the small applications are $ 400, and profit is 10 % then:

Salesprice

$ 200

-

Cost of quality (10.65%)

$ 21

-

Other costs

$ 159

=

Profit

$ 20

The number of appliances are then 10 million divided by 200 equals 50.000. If the customer
loyalty now is 10 purchases over a 5 year period, the Invisible cost is
$ 138.400 per year. This is equivalent to 1.38 % of the turnover or 13.8 % of the profit.
This Invisible cost is more than the reported External Failure cost, and almost 4 times more than
the reported Prevention cost.
The complete calculation of these figures are shown in the example in section 3.4.3.
The result of applying the author's model to thefiguresfi-omthis case smdy is shown below.

1
Cost of Appraisal + Internal Failure + Redefmed External Failure =

$

975.200
138.400

+ Invisible cost (customer dissatisfaction cost)

=

$

= Total Poor Quality Cost

=

$ 1.213.600

Warranty and Liability

=

$

57.600

The effect on this addition to the total quality cost, is shown graphically below in figure 6.1,
together with the effect of the deletion of Prevention cost and the redefinition of External
Failure. The effect of applying the author's model to the different categories are shown
graphically in figures 5.1. to 5.4.
Fig.6.1. Change in quality costs.
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Implications of applying the model.
The figures reported in the case study significantly underestimates the cost of poor quality. This
is especially so because of the effect of customer dissatisfaction. The data from the case can
give the impression that faults do happen, but that they are discovered before they reach the
customers. Including an estimate of Invisible costs give a more realistic picture of the situation.
No figure is given of what constitutes the company's current return on assets employed. Hence,
an exact figure of what should be the minimum ROI on quality improvement projects, is not
available. However bank loans can, both currently and historically, be obtained at below a 10
percent interest rate. This means that quality improvement projects that yields more than this.

should be approved, even if the money has to be borrowed.
An obvious place to start to identify quality improvement projects in this case study, is with
scrap. This is by far the single biggest element. If this could be reduced to half the size, it would
be worth paying up to $ 308.400/2/10 = $ 1.542.000 to achieve it. This sum does not take into
account the resulting savings in External Failure and Invisible costs.

An attempt to quantify Loss of Reputation poor quality cost is shown below.
If the sum of Appraisal, Internal Failure and Redefmed External Failure cost for the best
benchmark company is 8 % of mrnover, this can be taken as the lower limit. Equated to the
company in this case, this equals $ 800.000
Applying the model in section 3.5., the Loss of Reputation poor quality cost is then:

Case company's visible quality cost

= $ 975.200

Best benchmark companv

= $ 800.000

Dahlgaards lower limit

= $ 175.200

Invisible cost fredefmed TARP)

= $ 138.400

Lower limit for Loss of Reputation PQC

= $

this equals 0.37 % of turnover at all levels of quality.

36.800

6.2. Case B
This unnamed Australian company reported in Gibson et al. (1991), is a manufacturing
company involved in marketing, manufacturing and distribution of a wide range of canned and
bottled beverages. It currently serves a market valued to more than $ 100 million.
No dollar values are given in the case, only percentages for the quality cost, over 2 periods.
The distribution of the quality costs are reported to be as listed below.
Prevention cost
Appraisal cost
Internal Failure cost
External Failure cost

6.47
14.89
49.23
29.41
100

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

The categories are broken down into the following elements:
Prevention
Quality planning
Assuring quality of suppliers
Process control engineering
Investment in quality improvement
Quality training
Analysis and reporting of data

0.56
0.87
3.49
0.17
0.84
0.52
6.47

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

Appraisal.
Receiving inspection and testing
0.17 percent
Routine inspection and testing
11.34 percent
Inspection and Testing equipment 0.26 percent
Materials consumed during I and T 1.79 percent
Analysing and reporting I and T items 0.59 percent
Quality control department expenses 0.74 percent
14.89 percent

Internal Failure.
Material rejection

4.08 percent

Warehouse breakage and losses

3.76 percent

Raw materials variance

7.30 percent

Packaging variance

27.44 percent

Full good losses due to variance

1.32 percent

Overtime due to major q. problems

2.75 percent

Down time labour cost

2.57 percent
49.23 percent

External Failure.
Dealer claim on defect stock

17.97 percent

Consumer complaints

5.05 percent

Postmix return

6.40 percent
29.41 percent

Extraordinary failure

0.87 percent

Some general comments.
In addition to pointing out that External Failure cost surprisingly is smaller than Internal Failure
cost, Gibson et al. (1991) also emphasise that the reported total quality cost do not represent the
whole picture for the following reasons:

1. Only direct costs are measured. Large but intangible costs due to loss of customers and
market share resulting from quality problems are not considered.

2. Only the manufacturing part of the company have been considered.

A detailed description of the categories and the elements is given in Gibson et al. (1991), and
need not be commented upon further by the author.
The following comments are specific to the author's model.

Prevention cost.
As mentioned several times earlier in this thesis, most of the reported Prevention costs are
overhead costs that do not change. This is also the case in this company. An interesting thing in
this company is that the Cost of quality improvement projects is reported (even though very
small). As pointed out earlier, the author suggests that this should not be considered as a cost. If
the benefits obtained exceed the investment, it should be made. If not, it should not be made.

Extraordinary failure.
The quality cost report of this company is the only report that the author has come across that
separate out this Extraordinary failure cost. Even though not very large (0.87 %) in the reported
period, the data given in the case shows that it was 3 percent last period. Hence the point
emphasised by the author is illustrated. That is, this cost should be reported separately, as
discussed in section 3.3.
The author's model can now be applied to the data.
Invisible costs (customer dissatisfaction cost) can be calculated from the TARP model in section
3.4.3, by the same method as shown earlier in the example. The result is 10.8 percent, if the
category "food and drinks" is chosen as the product. This again shows that the traditional
Prevention -Appraisal-Failure (PAF) model significantly underestimates the size of the total
quality cost.

6.3. Lessons leamt from the case studies.
Both the case studies confirm the benefits of making the 3 changes to the traditional PAF model
which is suggested by the author:

1. Prevention cost is by far the smallest cost, even if all elements are identified. Most of these
elements are overhead costs that are not amendable to change. The decision of whether or not to
make investments to reduce the cost of quality should be made irrespective of the present size of
Prevention cost.

2. Warranty and liability cost varies greatly from period to period and do not relate to other
quality costs incurred in the period reported. Hence they cannot simply be added to the total
quality cost, or included in External Failure in any meaningfiil way. They still have to be
reported and considered, as they should become smaller over time (years).

3. Invisible costs are much larger than Prevention costs. If these Invisible costs are left out, it
can greatly distort the overall picture. In addition, it can give the impression that defects are
generally discovered before they reach the customers, and if they do reach the customers the
consequences are small.

7. CONCLUSIONS
7.1. The author's model.
The traditional Prevention, Appraisal, Failure model for quality cost significantly
underestimates the cost of poor quality. To make accurate evaluations of investments required to
increase quality and reduce quality costs, the impact of customer satisfaction has to be taken
into account. Unformnately, traditional management accounting systems does not incorporate
the cost of losing a customer and resulting sales. Most systems focus on current period cost and
revenues, and ignores expected cash flow over a customer's period of loyalty.
The author's model for Total Poor Quality Cost is an attempt to include this "invisible" cost.
This cost takes into account that Internal and External Failure are nm equal. The latter is
significantly more important, not only because it includes the cost of all activities up to that
point, but also because it involves the customers. Several authors describes Customer
dissatisfaction cost as huge, but unknown. Applying a model like the one developed by TARP
(1995), with the modification suggested by the author, quantifies this cost. In the 2 case studies
described in this thesis, this cost was found to be 10.8 % and 13.8 % of profit.
Loss of sales due to Loss of reputation is too abstract and too vague to be included in the
author's model. However it adds to the cost of poor quality, and can therefore reinforce the
ultimate conclusion. Applying an estimate of this cost to one of the cases gives a lower limit of
0.38 % of turnover. Without knowing the upper limit and/or average, little can be said about
this figure. Longer and longer warranty periods for manufactured goods, together with an
increasing number of liability suits, make the case for not including this cost in the normal
quality cost model. If they ^

included, they can grossly distort the picture, as they will have no

connections to the current period what-so-ever.

Leaving Prevention cost out of the model, let the focus be on reducing the sum of all other
quality costs. Investments in cost reducing activities should not be made if the resulting
reductions in quality cost (including Invisible cost), are not at least equally large as the profit or
cost reductions that can be obtained by investments in other areas. Applying the author's model
also take into account the value of increased customer satisfaction from increased quality.
Benefits that cannot be quantified should at least be qualified, when top managements approval
for funding is sought.
In general, quality improvement projects should be prioritised using NPV and not ROI, due to
the reasons given in section 4.4.

The 2 case studies showed that the author's model can be applied. Not only does the model give
a more realistic view of the situation than the traditional FAF model, but it is also easier to
apply. This is so because Prevention cost which is usually the most difficult category to quantify
is left out.

A plan for implementation of Quality improvement projects is given in section 5. Management's
commitment together with training and education are the starting points in this plan. Quality
improvements can only occur if management is committed, and they must know what they are
committed to, and provide resources.

7.2. Suggestions for future work.
The author's model incorporates the views of the customers when quality cost is calculated.
However, customer complaints and queries are reactive to the problem of inefficiencies, low
quality and customer dissatisfaction.

Hence, the author's model is no substitute for customer satisfaction surveys, which should be
used in a proactive v^ay. It is not enough to know that the customers experience problems and
are dissatisfied. It must be determined what they are dissatisfied with, and this must be used as a
feedback to improve quality before they complain. If this could be incorporated in a model of
quality cost, it would greatly increase the applicability of the concept.
Other suggestions for future work, is a closer study of the Loss of reputation poor quality cost,
the effect of constantly exceeding customers expectations and supplier poor quality cost.
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APPENDIX.

Appendix A : The author's model for Total Poor Quality Cost.

Cost of Appraisal + Cost of Internal Failure + Cost of External Failure =
+

Invisible Cost

=

Total Poor Quality Cost
Warranty, Liability

=

=

The aim is here to minimise every category of the Total Poor Quality Cost.
As seen the traditional PAF model has been changed in 3 ways:
1. Prevention cost is deleted.
2. Invisible cost is included.
3. Warranty and Liability are taken out of External Failure and reported separatelv.
i.e. not added to the Total Poor Quality Cost.

Appendix B : Methodology.

1. Obtain top managements commitment to start a quality cost program.
Top management must decide and communicate how much money and other resources that
will be allocated. They must also demand action and improvement at all levels and for all
activities in the company.
2. Education and training in TQM and quality cost must take place. This does particularly apply
to middle management, and must explain why improvements are necessary. Middle
management must then train their subordinates, and explain constraints on level of
investments etc., which have been set by top management.
3. Identify potential quality improvement projects, using deviation analysis where existing
defects and faults are listed..
4. Assess and select most profitable improvement project, using the author's model
This may include:
A. Select a problem that has a solution.
B. Define the categories, as described in section 2.4.3.
C. Identify the elements, as described in section 2.4.4. and appendix B.
D. Collect the data on the elements from accounting reports, warranty claims, production
reports, scrap reports and good estimates.
E. Calculate the Total Poor Quality Cost by the author's model given in section 3.1.
F. Identify method of solving problem, by using TQM techniques like the 7 old tools, 7 new
tools, Kaizen etc.
G. Quantify solution and calculate NPV, ROI and/or best argument for the implementation of
the improvement project. Arguments that cannot be quantified should at least be qualified.
Not only reduction in quality costs, but also improvements in quality in absolute terms
should be taken into account.
H. Get approval and resources for implementation.
5. Quality improvements through the PDCA cycle.
Plan

: The improvement projects identified above should now be planned implemented. This
plan covers; who needs to be informed, when, where, and by whom, contingency
plans etc.

Do

: Carry out the improvement projects, preferably on a small scale if possible.

Check : Observe and study if the desired quality improvements and a lower quality cost is obtained.

Act

: The pmpose of observing the result of the change, is to try to find further sources for
improvements in quality, and to act on these observations. In other words, what is
learnt and what can be predicted. These improvements will lead to lower quality cost,
higher quality and higher customer satisfaction.

Appendix C : Typical Poor Quality Costs, as listed by Harrington (1987).
Appraisal costs.
Test and inspection materials (e.g., X-ray film)
Set-up for inspection and test
Product quality audits
Outside endorsements or approvals
Time required to do self audits
In-process assessment
Process controls
Appraisal support
Test equipment records
Quality department administration
Training of quality assurance personnel
System test costs
Invoicing review
Product audits
Quality systems audits
Customer satisfaction audits
Outside lab evaluation
Life testing
Bum- in and stress analysis
Productivity/quality analysis review
Fault-insertion test
Training for special testing
Field performance testing
Walk-through analysis
Verifying workmanship standards
Tester monitoring
Maintenance and calibration/accuracy reviews
Installation appraisal costs (field testing/inspection)
Product qualification tests
Prototype inspection and test
Product design review
Drawing checking
Engineering audits
Product and process qualification/evaluation by QA
Design/test specification reviews/analysis
Ledger review of profit/loss and balance sheets
Time-card review
Capital expenditure review
Calibration/maintenance of production
equipment to evaluate quality

Order-entry review
Production rate review
Financial reviews by outside organisations
Time req. to work with outside organisations
Computer time
Program test
Function test
Performance test
Code verification
Data processing report review
Training of inspection and test personnel in any area
Data processing inspection and test reports
Review of test and inspection data
Safety review (operator safety)
Instruction procedures/document review
Total expenditure reviews (not delegating authority)
More than one manager's signature on a document
Source inspection of supplier plant
Process surveillance at suppliers plant
Supplier recertification
Incoming inspection cost
Employee surveys
Personnel appraisals
Internal audits of operations systems
Miscellaneous reviews
Operations audits
Upper management meetmgs with employees
Management meetings with customers
Processing security clearance
Security checks
Safety checks
Employee inspection of completed work
Accumulation of cost data
Checking labour claims
Purchase-order review
Financial reports, generation and review
Product cost standards review
Operating expenditure review
Time required to work with outside organisations

Internal Failure costs.
Installation failure costs
Downgrading (substandard products) cost
Overtime because of problems
Scrap or rework
Sorting activities
Reinspection because of rejects
Material review board action
Troubleshooting cost
Reinspection, retest cost
Failure verification/analysis and report
Corrective actions
Failure reports
Analysis of scrap
Analysis of rework
Failure support
Quality circles
Improvement teams
Activities that will keep an error from reaching
the next customer
Redesign and engineering change (REA) cost
Terminated products
Engineering travel and time spent on problems
Modifications to process
Temporary (soft) tooling
Abandoned programs
Engineering change scrap and rework
Cost-reduction activities
Billing-error cost
Bad-debt turnover
Payroll-error cost
Salvage and defective materials report
Premium shipping cost to make up for late products
Inventory out of control
Incorrect-accounting-entry cost
Purchase-order-rewrite cost
All expediting cost
Overdue accounts receivable
Improper payment to suppliers
Poor-Quality-cost reviews
Financial report corrective action cost
Off-spec/waiver (nonconforming material permit)
Supplier scrap
Rework of supplier parts
Excess inventory because of undependable suppliers
Losses due to supplier delinquencies
Shipping cost on return to suppliers
Trips to suppliers to resolve problems
Scrap/rework because of supplier faults
Retraining,rewriting/updating
instructions/documents/invoices
Out-of-control condition (line-down costs)
Document changes

Relocations/moves/rearrangements not planned
Missed schedule
Equipment downtime
Redoing work (retyping,correcting errors etc.)
Accidents,injuries
Overtime costs
Waiting costs (e.g., because a meeting's not starting on time)
Keeping track of systems failures
Theft
Absenteeism
Personnel turnover cost
Lateness (failure to respond)
Missed targets
Missed schedule costs
In-process inventory over one week's need
Incorrect time estimates/records
Redundant equipment in case of failure
Handling employee complaints/grievances
Incorrect labour level
Loss of billing discounts
Efforts to fix blame
Time spent on investigating nonexistent problems
Time lost because reports are wrong
Profit lost because reports are not on time
Unused reports
Time spent to follow up when schedules are missed
Disclosure of company secrets
Line-down cost because of part shortages
Working around parts shortages
Retyping
Proofreading by someone other than typist
Misfiled information
Filing cost of unused documents
Time required to fmd equipment that works (e.g.,
another copier)
Clerical material scrapped because of errors
Trying to meet bad estimates
Drafting errors
A design not passing review
Productivity loss or increased salary cost when time
estimates are too high
Orders lost because bids were received too late
Replacing stolen assets
Lost time because work area is not laid out correctly
Lost sales because telephones are not answered
promptly
Replacing tool and tester because engineering changes
made them obsolete
Labour-utilization index less than 1
Time spent by higher level people doing low-level jobs
Unused floor space
Change orders due to errors
Losses because of billing errors

Time required to correct time cards
Program-debugging time
Computer rerun costs
Lost sales because forecast was too low
Equipment-utilization index less than 1
Doing things that don't need to be done
Time required to interpret poor reports
Processing a suggestion more than once
Not following procedures
Material delays
Damaged goods and equipment
Processing insurance claims
Loss of travel discounts
Preparing and evaluating rework procedures
Dismissing unsatisfactory employees
Loss of savings when suggestion investigation takes
more than one week
Using out-of-spec items
Utilities not needed (e.g., lights left on) or used for
rework
Sales lost because of stock shortages
Publications scrapped because they are out of date

Redirecting mail incorrectly addressed
Fires
Late invoices
Added mailing or shipping costs because item was not
ready in time for regular method
Added cost of rush orders because parts are not in
stock when needed
Revising plans that are missed
Profit lost when product is not shipped because
facilities were late
Waiting time when equipment is down
Lost assets
Payroll errors
Legal cost of defending the company
Rejected proposals
Errors in market forecasts (lost sales,overstock,
unused facilities)
Lost savings because suggestions were not implemented on
schedule
Personnel injuries

External Failure costs.
Cancelling suppliers
Verifying failure
Field repair center, total expenses
Training repair personnel
Salary for repair personnel
Loss of rentals
Downtime charges
Product recall
Modification delays and costs
Handling complaints
Shortages of components or materials
Product or customer service because of errors
Products rejected and returned
Retumed-material repair
Warranty expenses
Reinspecting and retesting
Troubleshooting
Corrective action
Failure support by plant
Engineering change scrap and rework
Analysis of returns
Analysis of warranty
Direct customer contact on field problems
Redesign
Engineering-change analysis
Engineering time and travel on problems in field

Going back to customer to reevaluate
Customer change requirements
Documentation changes
Field inventory
Handling returned material
Accounting cost related to retumed items
Evaluation of field stock and spare parts
Overdue costs
Bad debts
Product liability suits
Theft
Loss of customer goodwill
Loss of sales because of poor service
Accidents/injuries
Costs due to waiting
Overhead for repair personnel
Malpractice suits
Redundant equipment
Lost sales due to poor output
Programming service to make changes
Field reports
Sales and service reports
Return and allowance reports
Retumed-materials report
Failure reports
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